INTRODUCTION
Sources, History, Issues

The ancient homeland of the Wa people is located between today’s Burma (Myanmar) and China, in a region of upland Southeast Asia sometimes known as Zomia
(Schendel 2002; Scott 2009) or as the Southeast Asian massif (Michaud 2006),
overlapping with the fabled Golden triangle.*1
The broad extent of the ancient homeland of the Wa is indicated by how Wa
languages are spoken in a broad, north-south “Wa-ic corridor,” in between the
upper Salween and Mekong Rivers, which today run through Burma and China,
respectively.2
Today, the bulk of the Wa population lives in the mountains and mountain valleys east of the Burmese city of Lashio; north of the old Shan realm of Kengtung;
and west of the Chinese tea town of Puer, or Simao. Many of these named modern
towns are in areas historically populated by Wa-speaking people, and today some
Wa also inhabit these cities, although they are dominated by Burmese, Shan, and
Chinese people.
In recent history, Wa country was rather wealthy, and their land was one of
the most densely populated in its neighborhood. I will have much more to say
about these surprising facts. Today, the Wa people number about one million and
share the region with less numerous peoples who speak closely related northern
Mon-Khmer languages and who have also long inhabited these lands (the De’ang;
the Bulang, etc.), along with more recent arrivals who speak other languages—
including the Shan (or Tai, who are known as Siam in the Wa language); the
Chinese and the Burmese; as well as the Lahu, a Tibeto-Burman-speaking people
arriving from the north in recent centuries (and on whom more will be said in
Endnotes for this chapter begin on page 24.
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Figure 0.1. Map of the Wa region. By Nij Tontisirin Anantsuksomsri.

chapter 9). Interestingly, all these neighboring peoples traditionally recognize the
Wa as the prior inhabitants of the region, something that agrees with widespread
Wa oral traditions about themselves as indigenous to the area and living there
prior to all others.
These Wa lands were once heavily forested but have been heavily denuded,
especially over the last century. Originally, the Wa claimed both uplands and
valleys, but they are now mainly in mountains crisscrossed by smaller rivers and
valleys. They originally lived as self-sustaining forest farmers, rotating their fields
on mountain slopes and growing rice, millet, and many other crops.
In the past, the Wa were also hunters, but the importance of hunting has greatly
diminished in recent times. They have also long been engaged in trade with other
people in the region. It was in the eighteenth and especially since the nineteenth
century that they developed trade in major export items such as opium, as well as
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Figure 0.2. Fields and forests near the village of Yong Ou. Photo by the author, 1997.

the yields of mines of various kinds. For centuries, and continuing alongside the
development of these export industries, the Wa lands were self-governed. They
did not have a state or a king, but maintained their autonomy under arms (using
guns, crossbows, fortifications, and so on), remaining autonomous at every level,
from the person, to the clan, to the village and its “circles,” and uniting across any
and each of these internal boundaries only against external threats (just like in the
Nuer’s “ordered anarchy,” see chapter 4). Obviously, this didn’t mean that the Wa
were isolated, as they engaged in wide-ranging trade and contact with neighboring
peoples (chapter 4). Even Chinese observers in the early twentieth century recognized the remaining central Wa lands as “politically and economically independent” (Fang Guoyu 1943d: 1–3), and the Wa were not directly governed by other
powers or states until after the middle of the twentieth century.
In the last years of the nineteenth century, the British and Chinese first initiated
an attempt to delineate a border between each other’s empires. This project was
abandoned, several major wars intervened, and in the 1940s an international border was eventually agreed upon between British Burma and the modern Chinese
Republic. However, no such border could be demarcated between Burma and
China until one was negotiated in the early 1960s, this time between Communist
China (the People’s Republic) and newly independent Burma.
This new international border was installed without consulting the Wa people,
and it split the formerly independent Wa areas in the middle, dividing their ancient
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territories between the new modern nations of China and Burma, respectively.
Since this time, approximately a third of the million or so Wa people are citizens
of China, and the remaining two-thirds citizens of Burma. Today, most Wa are
able to travel more or less freely in their own ancient lands, across the border and
beyond.
The Wa are formally recognized in both Burma and China as an ethnic
minority officially entitled to limited autonomy. On the China side, Ximeng and
Cangyuan Counties are recognized as demographically dominated by the Wa. In
accordance with the Chinese political system, ethnic Wa hold government posts
there, while much of the real power is held within the Chinese Communist Party,
which maintains a parallel hierarchy of power and reigns supreme in China. The
Wa also figure nominally, as a minority, in the official names of the adjacent
counties of Gengma and Lancang; and through the presence of so-called Benren
(original) people, who are closely related to the Wa but lost their language in the
course of Chinese expansion and colonization over the last few centuries. The
Benren are also present in the Chinese counties of Zhenkang and Yongde. In
addition, there is also a Wa diaspora in the more remote cities of China, Thailand,
Burma, and beyond.
On the Burma side, the ancient Wa areas are today recognized as Burma’s
Special Region 2, frequently known in English as the Wa State and in Chinese
correspondingly as Wa Bang. The word bang refers to something less than a fully
sovereign entity, similar to one sense of the English word “state.” The Wa State,
headquartered in Panghsang (Pangkham or Pang Kham) close to the Chinese
border, also has ethnic Wa leaders. In contrast with the Wa in China, the Wa State
also has its own armed forces, the United Wa State Army (UWSA), which was
created in 1989 after the demise of the China-sponsored Communist Party of
Burma (CPB) that had used these lands as its base area.3
The Wa State in Burma is demographically dominated by ethnic Wa people
who mainly speak the Wa language in its various dialects. Four languages are officially taught at the Panghsang high school: Wa, Chinese, Burmese, and English.
Shan (Tai, or Dai) languages are also used in and around the Wa State and in
China. However, the commercial as well as political, military, and other links to
China are very strong in the Wa State. For example, there is widespread use of
Chinese currency, and of the Chinese language, which in reality dominates both
in schools and as a market lingua franca.
For these reasons, it is common to hear people in Burma suggest that it has
already been “taken over” by China or that the Wa “are Chinese,” yet the Wa are
culturally distinct from the Chinese, and UWSA leaders have stated repeatedly
since 1989 that they recognize that their area is part of Burmese territory. The
debate between Burma’s government and the ethnonationalistic leaders of the
Wa State inside Burma has instead been, and continues to be, about what form of
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autonomy this area should enjoy within Burma (Myanmar). At the time of writing,
despite flare-ups of military confrontations, the tenuous ceasefire between the
Burmese and Wa military first agreed upon in 1989 is still largely holding, even
as the UWSA has declined to join the formal agreements that Burma’s army has
signed with other ethnic insurgent groups.4
Ordinary Wa themselves, in their own language, often simply call their lands
hag a diex A Vex (the lands of the Wa).5 In the past, this land was not a state, nor
did it have permanent borders, which is a feature of the modern nation-state. At
present, Wa people are ambivalent about the implications of all this. They do
note the current political reality of the modern nation-states of Burma and China
and the undeniable fact that the Wa lands are now split between Burmese and
Chinese territory. However, this understanding coexists with ancient traditions
asserting as another undeniable fact that these are ancestral lands of the Wa, who
claim to have lived here since the beginning of time. In an important strand of Wa
mythology, this is conceptualized as the famous Sigang lih, or “emergence [lih]
from within the earth,” which marks the emergence of humanity. This emergence
is often understood literally, of people arising from the ground, the location of
this phenomenon sometimes identified as a cave-like place near Blag Dieh, just
inside Burma, across from Ximeng County in China. There, in remote antiquity,
the autochthonous Wa emerged first; other peoples such as the Burmese, Chinese,
American, Indian, and so on only emerged subsequently. That is why, some say,
these people now live farther afield in the world.
I will return to these issues in several chapters. Here, in the following, I offer
an overview of the sources on Wa. They are presented thematically and chronologically, as a guide, and they also set the stage for the ensuing chapters while
providing some of the information that can be mined from them about the Wa.

Sources of Wa History and Culture: Overview
The sources for the study of Wa history and culture include archeological remains
like the ancient rock art in Wa country, which I’ll discuss further below. Most
important, of course, are the Wa people themselves and their rich oral traditions,
which include their own accounts of their own history and of their region, as
well as Wa-language writings, Wa music, and other arts. Other available sources
include Chinese written documents, which extend at least back to the late 1200s
when the Mongol world empire reached this region, and even further back. There
is also a large and more recent corpus of Chinese literature, including documents from the substantial Chinese government-sponsored investigations of the
Wa areas undertaken in the 1950s and 1960s. In addition, there are Burmese
chronicles as well as Burmese scholarly writings; Shan chronicles; and British
documents, many of them composed by colonial government officials in British
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Burma in the period up until the late 1940s. There are also writings by various
foreign Christian missionaries who likewise, directly or indirectly, contributed to
knowledge about the Wa. And, there are more recent studies of Wa linguistics,
ethnography, and other aspects made by scholars from places as varied as Britain,
Thailand, Japan, the United States, and Europe.

Wa Archaeology
Relatively little archeological work has been undertaken in the Wa lands thus far.
One major exception is the research on the fascinating rock paintings found in the
Cangyuan Wa Autonomous County, now a part of Yunnan Province, China (Wang
Ningsheng 1985, 1992, 1997: 208–47; also Malinee Gumperayarnont 1987).
This rock art, which may be several thousand years old, is not practiced today,
but echoes of it can be discerned in the rich woodcarving art adorning Wa houses,
which survived into the 1950s and still exists in the collective memory, as well
as on a smaller scale in the carved lei bamboo beer cups (see chapter 3). Rock art
motifs are also today often copied in contemporary art and used in advertisements,
especially when exploited by Chinese entrepreneurs in the tourism industry.
The rock art consists of paintings, not carvings, and shows an array of human
figures, cattle or buffalo, and houses on poles that evoke traditional Wa dwelling
styles. Farming does not seem to be depicted at all: the images perhaps reflect an
era when farming was less important or even nonexistent, and people lived by
herding livestock, gathering, and hunting. The ancient paintings are found on rock
faces at several dozen sites. Rural Wa people often attribute them to the gods or to
distant ancestors; many Wa scholars and officials are keen to identify them with
the ancestors of the Wa people, but there is no conclusive proof of this—even if
it is indeed very possible that they are right. The main area with rock paintings is
on the northeast fringes of present-day Wa country, but in areas that were almost
certainly dominated by Mon-Khmer-speaking people in recent centuries, if not
millennia.
Ongoing and future archaeological research at Cangyuan, Gengma,6 and elsewhere may reveal more about the connections between rock paintings and Neolithic and other archeological sites. There may still be undiscovered rock art sites,
and the potential for this kind of research is vast.
This is also the case with other historical-archeological sites, such as ancient
fortified settlements, which remain poorly understood and largely unexplored,
mainly because it has seemed so unexpected and unlikely to Chinese and Burmese archaeologists that the “primitive” Wa would be able to build fortifications.
A future archaeology of such fortifications could link them to those of recent
Wa villages and thus might reveal more about both the historical processes that
engendered them and how they relate to the still obscure but clearly very old hisStories from an Ancient Land
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Figure 0.3. Buffalo and human figure in the rock paintings at Cangyuan. Photo by the author, 1998.

tory of the Wa and other Mon-Khmer-speaking people in this region.7 There are
also other, similar kinds of ethnoarchaeological challenges, notably explored by
the late Wang Ningsheng.8
The same goes for the spectacular ancient bronze drums that are found
throughout the Wa area, which are different from the famous log drums, but
like them also connect the Wa with the history and archaeology of a much wider
region of Southern China and Southeast Asia.9

Wa-Language Sources
The Wa everywhere have rich oral traditions, but there are also many texts written and published in the Wa language. Myths about Wa autochthonous origins
are one of the most salient parts of these traditions. Some of these traditions
have been paraphrased in both British and other publications, including in Scott
and Hardiman (1983 [1900]; 1983 [1901]), Scott (1918), and Obayashi (1966),
and in numerous retellings in Chinese of varying quality. One good example of
Chinese-recorded Wa oral traditions is the bilingual Wa-Chinese rendering of an
origin myth recorded rather meticulously in 1957 (Wazu shehui lishi diaocha II:
158–209).
More recently, Wa and other scholars have recorded additional such myths
more meticulously, and directly in the Wa language (e.g., Nyi Ga 1988; Chen and
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Wang 1993; Chen 2001; etc.). Wa proverbs and other materials were collected by
the Chinese linguist Wang Jingliu (1992; 1994) and analyzed by Justin Watkins
(2013a). Many more publications in the Wa language, including more transcripts
of oral texts, are gathered and referenced in the highly valuable website of the Wa
Dictionary Project housed at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS),
London (Watkins et al. 2006), a project that also has produced the best available
dictionary of the Wa language (Watkins 2013b).

Wa Voices: 1947 and After
One famous and oft-cited direct quote of a Wa voice from before the advent of
modern ethnography (and before modern publishing in the Wa language) is found
in the records of the 1947 Frontier Areas Committee of Enquiry, which interviewed ethnic Wa leaders. This committee had been set up by the British colonial
government to prepare for the new constitution of the Union of Burma. Burma’s
independence was declared a year later.
The Wa interviewees may not have fully shared the British conception of what
these meetings were meant to accomplish. Some participants were styled as Shan
sawbwas, princes or kings, and some as direct representatives from autonomous
Wa country, called “Wild Wa” in the British colonial vocabulary. The Wild Wa are
quoted as stating their preference for total independence and brushing off other
queries with the words, “We are wild people” (Burma Frontier Areas Committee
of Enquiry 1947; Lintner 1994: 72–73). The exact circumstances of these statements are not known, and it is possible that the translators “framed” this part of
the conversation to reconfirm their own view of the “Wild” Wa.
However, the Wa stance for autonomy and the independence that it reflects is
unmistakable. In the very same year, 1947, in a much less widely known incident,
Wa people also sent the very same message to China, stating their preference
for self-rule. In 1947, the young Chinese Republic’s national government had
requested a Shan frontier principality to also bring Wa delegates to the Chinese
national parliament in Nanking (now Nanjing) to confirm their status as Chinese
citizens. The Wa, still engaged in their centuries-old balancing act between their
own autonomous Wa lands, the neighboring Shan principalities, and the Chinese
and Burmese states, refused to attend. Instead, they sent word that “the Wa will
govern the Wa mountains” (Gengma, Menglian, Shuangjiang 1962: 29).
It is rare, in the various sources, to find such direct statements quoted. Even
today, outsiders often presume to speak for the Wa, or put words in their mouth.
Overall, this is an unfortunate and unavoidable consequence of the Wa historical
situation as a periphery of powerful states that have encroached upon their lands,
divided the Wa on two different modern states, and installed them as “minorities”
therein.
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Wa Writings
Since the middle of the twentieth century, the Wa are increasingly able to write
and publish in their own language on both sides of the new border imposed on
their old homeland. They did not have a writing system until one was created
for them in the 1920s and 1930s by American Baptist missionaries, active in the
vicinity from about 1900 to 1950. These missionaries primarily worked on the
peripheries (see chapter 9), not in the central, autonomous Wa areas; they were
concerned above all with the translation of their own scriptures for missionary
purposes and did not encourage independent Wa writing. Apart from Bible translations, there are very few Wa writings from this early period (though some information about the Wa in this period can be gleaned from missionary documents).
As we shall see, the Wa, like other people of the mountains, also have their own
stories about possessing writing in the past—in the Wa case, writing was invented
by a mythical culture hero, Glieh Neh.
Unfortunately, in the 1950s, Chinese authorities devised and imposed a second, separate system using different sound values, and this is the system in use
for materials printed in China. For the Wa today, still largely illiterate, the confusion caused by several writing systems continues to impede the spread of native
literacy. Partly because of this, Chinese and other languages are more widely
taught in schools—even in Burma’s Wa State. On the China side, despite laws
that guarantee education in minority languages, literacy has been fostered almost
exclusively in Chinese.10
Neither of the Wa writing systems (both inherently workable) have been effectively promoted, and most schools in China and many in parts of the Wa State in
Burma today teach Chinese only, often with Chinese-trained Wa teachers. Most
Wa are illiterate, and few children attend school.
Most Wa texts are composed in the key dialect of Yong Soi (Aishuai), an old
trading center located just inside Chinese territory, in Cangyuan County. The
dialect is also known as Parauk (Praok, Baraog). Other dialects remain important
as spoken languages,11 and this naturally also complicates the spread of literacy.
Despite the various obstacles, a large number of Wa-language school textbooks
and other materials (language and writing primers, children’s books, and other
materials) have been compiled in Wa, often in the alphabet used on the Burmese
side (in the orthography revised from the early missionaries’ system) and to a
lesser extent in the system imposed in China.
Many such texts have been printed in Chieng Mai, Thailand, and elsewhere,
and these are circulated and used in schools in the Wa State in Burma. This occurs
even as the Wa State authorities themselves also publish Chinese-language journals, documents, and Chinese-styled gazetteers (that is, officially sanctioned local
histories compiled on the Chinese model), where all but the title is in Chinese
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(e.g., Miandian Wa Bang Mengmao Xian zhi/Phuk lai Been Meung Mau 2002;
the title says, in Chinese, “Gazetteer of Mengmao County, Wa State, Burma”;
interestingly, its Wa title omits the Chinese terms for Burma [Miandian] and Wa
State [Wa Bang]).
Both Chinese-Wa bilingual works and wholly Wa-language works have also
been published in China. This literature also comprises a wide range of publications on aspects of Wa culture, mythology, and history, as well as school textbooks
in both scripts, and Chinese-Wa dictionaries (which for the most part are superseded by and mentioned in the Wa Dictionary Project).12
This also includes a new literature by Wa who are literate only in Chinese or
who prefer to write in Chinese, not in their own language. As one example, and as
an introduction to this genre, see Mark Bender’s study (2011) of the contemporary
prolific Wa poet and author whose Chinese name is Buyi Yilu. This genre also
includes autobiographies of Chinese-trained ethnic Wa officials, who similarly
never learned to use their own alphabet and typically write only in Chinese.
Some Wa scholar-authors trained in Chinese have chosen to also write and
publish in the Wa language. These China-based Wa scholars include Nyi Ga
or Wei Deming (1988, 1999, 2001); Chen Weidong (1993); Zhao (2000); Zhao
Mingsheng (2013); Zhao Furong (2005); Guo Dachang and others [1992–97] on
Wa herbal medicines, and many others. There may also be Wa authors expressing
themselves in Shan or Burmese, and online, too.

Chinese Sources
Parts of the region to the north and northeast of the historical Wa lands were first
brought under imperial Chinese control or influence already two thousand years
ago, as the Chinese penetrated what later was to become their Yunnan Province
(“South of the Clouds”) (Yang Bin 2009a). Ever since then, and to some extent
even earlier, China’s southwestern frontier has been the subject of much Chinese
historiography, gazetteer compilation, and travel writing by Chinese scholars and
officials.
More substantial early accounts dealing indirectly with Wa areas include the
ninth-century Man shu (Book of the Man [southern barbarians]), by Fan Zhuo
(ca. CE 860). Chinese scholars believe that there is a continuity from what these
records call the Pu-Man (Pu [southern] barbarians) to the Wa and related MonKhmer-speaking peoples, such as the Bulang (Blang) and the Benglong (today’s
De’ang, or Palaung), and that this can be traced onward, through the Chinese
Song dynasty era (tenth to twelfth centuries) and the Mongol imperial era (thirteenth to fifteenth centuries), and up until today. There is a large Chinese scholarly
literature debating such identifications under the heading of “nationalities history”
(minzu shi, the history of ethnicities).
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This literature often overlooks the problem, especially serious in the gazetteers, that materials from other books and earlier versions of the same titles are
recycled without specific references, explicit quotes, or renewed fact-checking.
The aim of these local histories is not to ascertain facts but to compose a picture
of a place that can serve to situate this place into the grand narrative of China.13
Yet at the same time, there are tantalizing possibilities that these older records
(of people known in Chinese as the “Wang,” “Wangjuzi,” “Puzi,” or “Puman”)
are indeed referring to the Wa (or Mon-Khmer-speaking brethren and ancestors
of theirs) who used to live farther north in what is now China (Yunnan) but were
either engulfed and assimilated or driven south by the early “secondary states”
that developed in the region (Dian, Nanzhao, Dali), and then again by the later
Chinese empires as they conquered, engulfed, colonized, settled, and assimilated
this region, which the Chinese renamed as Yunnan.14 Chinese gazetteers will
often say about Yunnan places that they are located “in an ancient [e.g. former]
barbarian land” (gu Man di); even current Wa oral traditions also tell of how
some of their brethren fled toward the south, from areas farther north (see chapter 3).
Some historians, Chinese and others, have suggested that “the Wa” once
served in the army of the Nanzhao kingdom.15 A source in Chinese (the oldest
written language in this region) says that after it successfully invaded Upper
Burma in the late eighth century, Nanzhao armies seized “over a thousand households of Wangjuzi and Wangwaiyu people from Yongchang [in the west, nearer
Pyu Burma], . . . redistributing them near the [capital] city . . . in order to keep
the roads and the thoroughfares peaceful,” and some of these “Wangjuzi” barbarians became shock troops of the Nanzhao army.16 Certainly the Nanzhao state,
as well as its successor the Dali state, created its own dependent peripheries and
also made use of young men from subjugated peripheral and stateless peoples as
soldiers—itself an old pattern, which keeps repeating itself.17
From the Wa perspective, states like these secondary formations, as well as the
later Tai-speaking Shan states (which I will discuss below), have evidently served
both as adversaries and as a first buffer against the penetration of the (waxing and
waning) Chinese imperial behemoth. The Ming History recorded that “Shunning,
originally the land of the Pu Man [the Pu southern barbarians] . . . never was
connected with China before the Song” and “not even the houses of Meng [of
Nanzhao] and Duan [of Dali] could control them.”18
But the empire pressed on when possible. Continued Chinese efforts to subjugate Yunnan’s aboriginal people are chronicled in the monumental Yongchang
fu wenzheng (Collected documents on the prefecture of Yongchang [eternal prosperity]), edited by Li Genyuan (1941), which includes materials on how representatives of some of the subjugated “Pu Man” ancestors of the Wa in Yunnan were
also installed as tusi, or intermediary “native chiefs,”19 attached to the Chinese
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imperial bureaucracy at places given purposeful names like Shunning (which in
typical Chinese fashion means “submissive tranquility”).
Yet since empires wax and wane, these cycles sometimes also brought about
situations in which Chinese immigrants were nativized, instead of serving to
assimilate the barbarians, as one Ming-era historian lamented for the so proudly
named Yongchang district.20
The Chinese empire also suffered major setbacks at its Southwestern frontier,
as in the disastrous and costly military defeats in the 1760s wars with Burma.
These were fought near the Wa lands, and perhaps even inside them.21
In late imperial times (eighteenth to twentieth centuries), when Chinese penetration increased further, the Wa are referred to as “Kawa”—probably because the
Chinese were interacting with them through Shan middlemen, who appended the
Tai term for “unenlightened” mountain people (Khaa). This point was not realized
until the twentieth-century modern ethnographic efforts. The Chinese name Kawa
was changed to Wa, and the earlier Chinese distinction of them as being a people
divided between “raw” (wild, independent) and “cooked” (tamed or subjugated),
(Ka-)Wa, was also scrapped.22
Until the 1950s, the Wa were seldom described firsthand—they were mainly
discussed through hearsay, and from a Chinese perspective. Numerous Chinese
and other traders in opium, salt, and other items had already ventured into Wa
country and must have known quite a bit about the Wa. But these Chinese and
other traders very rarely wrote anything themselves, though they are sometimes
quoted in passing, and anonymously, in Chinese and British documents. But one
can also read between the lines. The writings include explicit hints of Chinese
involvement in the origins of headhunting (chapter 6), and also of Wa involvement in Chinese (and Wa) mining, often run by private Chinese entrepreneurs
whom the Chinese state struggled to control and who themselves tried to work
through local Wa middlemen (chapter 4; cf. Pasquet 1989)—a pattern of for-profit
triangulation that continues today across the region and also involves the Burmese
military and other players.23 Chinese sources do include gems such as the account
of purportedly “the first Chinese ever to venture into the (core) Wa lands,” Zhang
Chengyu (1941 [1891]; also see chapter 7), a Chinese spy-observer accompanying
an early British expedition in the winter of 1890–91 (following the British annexation of Upper Burma in the 1880s).
Chinese writings about the Wa really began to proliferate at the time of the
border confrontations between the British and Chinese empires and their boundary commissions of 1898–1900 and 1935–37 (both were failures, and the project
delayed until the early 1960s).24 These developments provoked more interest in
this frontier region from assorted patriots and nationalists, and also prompted
scholarly investigations, including those by ethnologists and ethnohistorians
influenced by Western ethnology such as the eminent Fang Guoyu (himself an
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ethnic minority scholar from northern Yunnan) and Ling Shun-sheng. Both visited the fringes of Wa country in the 1930s and 1940s. Recently, a photographic
archive with more than four hundred photos from this period in the Wa lands was
discovered in storage at the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica,
Taipei. The archive has gradually been made public as part of the institute’s digital
treasure house (searchable mainly in Chinese).25
During the same prewar period, there was also an explosion of opinionated
works by patriotic Chinese writers protesting British imperialism and arguing
for Chinese ownership over the region. Beginning in the early 1950s, when the
new Chinese Communist government sent troops to consolidate the frontiers of
the Chinese nation-state in preparation for renewed negotiations with new Burma
over their mutual border, yet more Chinese studies materialized. These were
compiled even as the Communists continued their civil war with remnants of the
defeated Kuomintang (Republican) troops lingering in and near Wa country (see
below).
Most importantly, a large-scale Wa ethnography project was launched by the
Chinese government in 1956–58. The intent was to support Chinese control of
the area and advance planned social and economic “reforms.” This intensive
research on the Wa also covered areas later confirmed as Burmese territory in the
China-Burma border agreement of 1961, thus becoming today’s Wa State. The
investigations of social and cultural conditions, as well as any historical information that could potentially bolster Chinese claims, were recorded in large files
of handwritten materials now held in various closed archives. The records were
then edited as seven volumes printed “internally,” not meant for public circulation
but mainly for officials planning the annexation of the Wa region (the Kawa zu
diaocha cailiao [Kawa nationality research materials], volumes 1–4, and volumes
5–7 instead issued as Wazu diaocha cailiao [Wa nationality research materials]26).
Then these texts were once again condensed into four volumes for official publication (Wazu shehui lishi diaocha [Investigations of the society and history of the
Wa nationality]), which include the bulk of the seven-volume-set content but omit
the direct political aims of the day. One participant in the 1956–57 investigations
recently published a personal account (Xu Zhiyuan 2009), with valuable firsthand
photography not included in the reports. Similar photography collections from
the Wa country of the 1950s and 1960s have been published by Wang Ningsheng
(2010b) and Li Jiarui and Li Yaoping (2011). Other personal accounts by military
officers and others have also shed light on the Chinese takeover of formerly independent Wa lands (Zhang Shiliang 1992, Wang Jingliu 2007, etc.).
Similar accounts have described how the Communist Party of Burma (CPB),
with Chinese support, took over the Wa lands left to Burma. From 1968 to 1989,
the Maoist-inclined CPB used the Wa lands as a base while fighting against the
Rangoon government.27 The CPB also drafted Wa men as foot soldiers and interStories from an Ancient Land
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fered with local society, enforcing their ideologically driven policies to destroy
old Wa society—according to some, even more vigorously than the Chinese
Communists did. This involved the symbolically devastating demolition of drum
houses and Wa log drums, which had been the ritual-administrative focal points of
independent Wa society. They also destroyed the once-powerful autonomous Wa
warfare capabilities, which was overcome by superior weaponry and denounced
as “primitive headhunting” (chapter 6). However, lacking success in its own main
mission in Burma, the CPB itself turned to opium before it finally collapsed in
1989 (Lintner 1990; 1992, 303–5).
On the Chinese side, state-sponsored scholarship continued with serious linguistic and ethnographic research that built on the 1956–58 materials. This has
included work by a subsequent generation of sophisticated Chinese scholars,
including Luo Zhiji (1995, etc.), Wang Ningsheng (1985, 1989, 1997: 208–47,
2001, 2006, 2010a, 2010b), Li Yangsong (1983a [1957], 1983b [1957], 1983c
[1957], 2006); Wang Jingliu (1992, 1994, etc.), Li Daoyong (1996, etc.), and
later, after the first waves of government-sponsored efforts, new scholars like Qu
Ming’an, Guo Rui, and others. Special mention must be made of Yin Shaoting,
the extraordinary researcher and scholar who is the author of numerous studies on
traditional farming methods among minority groups around Yunnan, including the
deep history of Wa agriculture (Yin 2001).
The failure in China to promote even the Wa writing system created by the
Chinese government (largely due to the discriminatory stigma attached to the
Wa language and culture), has also caused many of the Chinese-educated Wa
to neglect their own alphabet and not write in their own language. Even many
well-meaning Chinese scholars and amateurs hoping to record songs, stories, etc.,
have been reduced to using Chinese transliterations28 for the Wa words in recording such texts (or even to direct paraphrasing in Chinese, without making any
attempt at all to record the original Wa). These practices have resulted in the loss
of vast opportunities to record folklore traditions accurately. The early state ethnographers, who did not yet have access to the Wa writing system being devised,
used the international phonetic alphabet for some transcriptions, with results that
are accurate but inaccessible for a wider Wa public, as they might have been if
written in one of the existing Wa scripts.
Since the 1980s, there are also many new local gazetteers and scholarly articles concerned with ethnology, especially with Chinese-led development, a favorite theme. More recently, especially over the last decade, China’s move away from
socialist rhetoric and policies has generated new genres of written publications,
VCDs (video compact discs), DVDs, television programs and films, and even
websites on the Wa (on the films, see further below). These genres thrive in
close connection with a new tourist industry that indulges in Wa exotics, seeking to profit from domestic tourists intensely attracted to an image of the Wa
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as somehow primitive and untamed—some are also attracted to casinos in and
near the Wa State. In a profound historic irony, tourist exoticism often involves
making replicas of the very same log drums and headhunting paraphernalia that
the Chinese and Burmese Communists previously sought to destroy. But the most
interesting question for the future is doubtless if and how Wa people themselves
can assert more control or influence over at least some parts of this new torrent of
representation and spectacle, against many odds (chapter 10).

Burmese and Shan Sources
To the west of Wa country is Burma and Burmese civilization, historically centered on a Buddhist Cakravartin throne with claims to universal rule and a conception of expansive civilization that would equal and rival China’s imperial claims
and pretensions.29 Across the region, both inside the historical Wa lands and in
their immediate vicinity, there was also a galaxy (Tambiah 1976, 1985) of Shan
princes who acknowledged subservience and tributary duties to either Burmese
or Chinese overlords, or both. From the Chinese perspective, regardless of their
largely Buddhist heritage, these princes were all subservient to China from the
moment they were invested with Chinese titles under the so-called tusi (nativechief) system of the empire governing by such proxies. But nearly all Shan states
on the China-Burma frontier were also at some point tributaries of Burmese kings,
and they considered themselves part of Buddhist civilization, at least since the
adoption of Buddhism. Some Wa, too, historically turned Buddhist under the
influence of the Shan and remain Buddhists to this day (Liu 2009; Chit Hlaing
2009; see also chapter 4).
Most of the Buddhist Shan states generated chronicles in their own writing
systems, some dating as far back as the thirteenth century. They include much
information on confrontations with the indigenous “Lawa,” which broadly refers
to Mon-Khmer speakers that include the Wa ancestors inhabiting the region prior
to the arrival of the Shan.30 This is famously reflected in the legends of Shan conquest and Lawa (Wa) submission recorded in major Shan centers like Kengtung,
Chieng Mai, and many other Tai-speaking polities where these legends have also
periodically been reenacted in court rituals, such as when aboriginal Mon-Khmerspeaking people are cast in the role of the conquered, the displaced, and the humiliated, as in the traditional coronation ceremonies of Kengtung.31
This discourse, which may represent a Shan idealization of history but also
must reflect war and conflict, is also found in several smaller Shan states now
annexed by China, including Menglian, next to the central Wa country. The village Yong Ou, where I did my fieldwork, is today in ruins, but a shadow of its
former power and glory. In the past, however, it exercised diplomatic intermarrying with this Shan polity of Menglian, which was set up by Shan in-migrants long
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ago. The Wa permitted their stay, on condition that they were sealed by marrying
a village leader’s daughter to them, locking them into a tributary relationship that
obligated them to pay dues to the Wa, as some Lahu also did (see Kataoka 2013,
and chapter 9).
This relationship is remembered by both Shan and Wa, independent of Chinese interventions, and according to one Menglian Shan tradition, which resonates with corresponding Wa traditions, the very first Menglian chief (sometimes
said to have been the first Menglian tusi, established in 1404) was such a Wa
woman. Such arrangements, with the Wa as wife-givers and the Shan in the position as wife-takers is also reported from elsewhere in the old Wa lands (such as at
Gengma, etc.), and continued at Menglian up until the demise of the Shan polity
there after 1949.32 When the Menglian Shan chief or prince married such a Wa
woman, there were spearing sacrifices of both buffalo and elephants, the elephant
tusks representing the never-ending relations between the two peoples.33
In other places, the Shan and other newcomers have similarly sought accommodation among the original inhabitants, including paying respect to their gods.
This kind of regard for the lingering potentialities of the various Mon-Khmer
peoples and their deities is found in Thailand, Laos, and also among smaller Shan
polities in China’s Yunnan Province.34
Shan chronicles also include separate texts compiled by Shan monasteries.
These are of formidable interest even when focused mainly on the genealogy of
local ruling Shan dynasties or more purely on local monastic history. Many Shan
chronicles are being annotated and republished, sometimes in facsimile, and some
have been translated from Shan into Chinese and/or English (e.g., Sao Saimong
Mangrai 1965, 1981; the Menglian xuanwu shi, Terwiel 2003; Yin and Daniels
2005, 2010, etc.).
Historical records in Burmese are also very rich—even though Burma’s royal
courts (like imperial China’s) were historically further removed from the Wa than
the Shan princes. Still, much like the Wa presence in Chinese records, the Wa
occupied a significant place in the Burmese imagination regarding frontier people, and Burmese Wa lore to some extent parallels the Chinese image of the Wa
as fierce barbarians. For example, Burmese traditions speak of the supposedly
unconquerable fierceness of the Wa. Even the great king Bayinnaung (1551–81)
is said to have sent an army against them, which never returned (Tinker 1956:
331).
Earlier in history, the Wa also appear among those borderland peoples who
were captured and kept as slaves by the Burmese. There are inscriptions in Pagan,
the ancient Burmese capital, dated as early as the twelfth century, where Gordon
Luce identified both Wa settlements, written as “Lawa villages,” and listings of
pagoda slaves.35 (Early Burmese records use the term Lawa, but in the colonial
period, there is a shift to the current usage “Wa,” following British colonial usage).
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Much more research remains to be done on these materials. Overall, the Burmese literature on the Wa, published in the course of the buildup of the new modern Burmese nation-state which incorporated part of the Wa lands, is more limited
than the comparable Chinese output. But for both Burma and China, the definition
and description of minorities as components of their nation-state has been a key
part of the new modern-state project. Thus, we also find records of the Wa in
Burmese government publications, such as in the overviews of all 135 “races” of
Burma, in the Wa entries in the encyclopedia Myan-ma sweh-soun-jan (1954–),
and in ethnological studies such as those by U Min Naing (1967). There is also a
recent book-length Burmese study of the Wa by the anthropologist Tin Yee (Daw
Tin Yee), published in both Burmese (1999) and English (2004).
Similar to the British and the Chinese before them, the new Burmese government and military, after regaining independence from Britain in 1948, also
conducted expeditions to the Wa and to other borderlands and compiled reports
intended for use in attempts to extend government control, send Buddhist missionaries, build roads, and so on. Sai Kham Mong (1996, 1997) is an interesting
introduction to this period (if heavily biased, based as it is on the work of the
British colonial officer James George Scott and other British views, plus Burmese documents). The report discusses one of the worst problems encountered by
newly independent Burma: the spillover of remaining troops from the losing side
in the Chinese civil war, the Kuomintang (KMT) who took up bases just inside
Burma in 1950 to launch intrusions back into China, at times using bases in the
Wa lands.36 The Burmese military was forced to try to dispel or at least contain
them, but the KMT remnants lingered on until 1962, themselves taking up the
narcotics trade to finance themselves. The Burmese saw that these developments
brought the danger of increased long-term Chinese influence (and as mentioned
above, these fears came true in the 1960s and 1970s with the Maoist-styled Communist Party of Burma). Sai Kham Mong describes how the Burmese military for
these reasons launched “flag marches” to the Wa lands, starting in 1955, which
included interesting encounters with Wa chiefs and arguments with them over the
propriety of food, drink, and opium use.37
The Wa very much remain in the general Burmese public imagination, along
lines similar to China: older ideas about mountain wild men are now mixed with
modern-nationalist ideas about the majority Burmans as the nation’s master race
(Walton 2013). Burmese government publications as well as news reports frequently discuss the Wa in terms of the future of the ceasefire, the military confrontations, the continuing negotiations between the Burmese army and the United Wa
State Army, and to some extent the collusion between drug producers, exporters,
and Burmese wealth.38
In the genre of government-sponsored investigations, we must mention the
highly interesting report Wa-do hta-ni (“About Wa people of Burma: A study”
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by Than Sein Thit et al, 1962), compiled after a one-time 10-member expedition
which included four members of the Myanmar Literature Association, launched
after the 1960–61 border demarcations with China. One of the authors, MyaWa-Ti Ye Khaung, echoed exactly my own sentiment when he wrote, on his return:
“. . . it has been said about Wa people that they are frightening, disgusting people,
and that they are barbarians with no history and no culture of their own. In reality,
Wa people have very pleasant manners and traditions. The more knowledgeable
[you are] about their culture, the more sympathetic it will seem.”
Contemporary Burmese literature continues to explore imaginaries of the Wa.
Wendy Law-Yone’s recent English-language novel (2010) about a mountain girl
calls her a “Lu,” thus avoiding direct identification of the Wa as the source of the
author’s inspiration (Law-Yone and Bow 2002), but still builds on the fantasies
of the Wa as, until recently, a primitive people of headhunters (and cannibals)
(2002: 91):
Head-hunters. I’d thought I’d heard the last of that shameful name-calling.
They had teased me about it enough in the Daru village. “The Wild Lu chop
off heads, the Wild Lu chop off heads; the Burmese chop down coconuts
but the Wild Lu chop off heads. Then they drink the blood like coconut
juice, slurp slurp slurp.” Why had they said such horrible things? I never
once saw anyone chop off anyone else’s head, and what was a coconut,
anyway? It was only in Rangoon that I saw my first coconut.

British Colonial and Other European Accounts
Britain completed its conquest of the realm of the Burmese monarchy by deposing the last Burmese king in late 1885. But Burma’s borders were not fixed to the
last inch, as in modern nation-states, and as the British wanted. Like the Burmese
before them, the British entered into multiple confrontations with a succession of
Chinese governments over who should hold sway over these borderlands.
Realizing the potential wealth of natural resources like forests and mining, the
British sought to delineate borders and to extend their control (provoking counteractions from China), even over the central Wa country, the so-called Wild Wa
or Wa State in British parlance. But this area never came under British administration despite several attempts to take it over. British rule only extended to mixed
Shan-Wa areas just west of the Wild Wa, much like Burma’s had in the centuries
before the British colonial period.
Thus, when the imperial census was extended to Burma, the Wa could not
be counted. Even so, ever since the 1880s, and to some extent even earlier, the
British produced numerous reports and studies of both the “administered” and still
“un-administered” Wa lands. Many of these papers, including both unpublished
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and once-secret documents, can be consulted in the British Library as part of the
India Office Records. They document everything from troubles between the Shan
states and the Wa, to Chinese frontier affairs involving the Wa, and to British
reconnaissance and surveying in the Wa lands, also including Wa history (Harvey
1933; Barton 1933; Sadan 2008).
Special mention must be made of the writings of one particular British colonial administrator of the Shan states, James George Scott, who was particularly
fascinated with the Wa and quite sympathetic to them, while at the same time
maintaining a decidedly colonialist perspective. Scott first entered autonomous
Wa country in 1893, made repeated visits, and became a self-declared expert on
the subject. He was also an avid photographer, whose collection is also now in
the British Library. Because of the dearth of reports on the Wa, his many books
(including the Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States, with J. P. Hardiman, published in 1900–01) long served as the major if not the only reference on
the Wa in much of Western literature.39 Even Japanese writings on the area made
during the Japanese occupation of Burma in 1942–45 mostly summarize British
sources, above all Scott.40
The British reoccupied Burma in 1945 but relinquished their colony shortly
thereafter. They organized a Frontier Areas Committee of Enquiry, but, as mentioned, Wa involvement was ambiguous. The Wa were also absent from the historic Panglong Agreement signed in February 1947 to provide a framework for a
unified Burma comprising Burmese and “Hill Peoples.” An inconclusive debate
is said to have ensued within British officialdom regarding just how to include the
Wa under formal Burmese and Shan jurisdiction (Tinker 1983–84). In the end,
Britain left as its empire crumbled, but London preserves a publicly accessible
record of many aspects of Wa history, especially for the period 1880–1950.
One key British writer on the Wa postdates this period, namely Alan Winnington, a leftist journalist stranded in China after reporting on the Korean War from
the North’s point of view.41 In the late 1950s, the Chinese state news agency took
him on a tour of the newly annexed Wa lands as a witness that could be relied
upon to praise the changes introduced by Chinese rule. And this he did, in his
unique book The Slaves of the Cool Mountains: The Ancient Social Conditions
and Changes Now in Progress on the Remote South-Western Borders of China
(1959). Most of its pictures and notes come from the same area where I did my
own fieldwork. It stands as a fascinating testimony, and at the same time is deeply
problematic in its absence of reflection on the self-assumed superiority of the
author’s Chinese hosts.
Before the British, the Wa show up in the famous Lusiades (the Os Lusiadas)
by Camões (ca. 1572), or so it is said. But this clearly belongs with a certain kind
of travelogue hearsay of forest wild men that continues through the ages (chapter
7). There are many other examples of this genre, including Chinese as well as
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latter-day British (Marshall 2002, traveling in the footsteps of J. G. Scott) and
French travelers (Merleau-Ponty 2003).

Foreign Missionaries’ Writings
Missionaries from several Christian denominations came into contact with Wa
people during the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth (chapter 10). Western Christian missionary activities were disallowed by both Burma
and China after the 1950s, yet have continued sporadically and clandestinely
(Brandt Smith 2012, and others).
Early missionaries in the broader Wa region included American Baptists (the
Young family, the Buker brothers); Protestant-interdenominational China Inland
Mission workers, publishing in the journal China’s Millions or through other
venues; Swedish Pentecostal missionaries; and also Catholic missionaries from
the Pontificio Istituto Missioni Estere. With rare exceptions, no missionaries
ever wrote about local events or made any ethnological observations except
those directly related to their proselytizing. Most saw only the peripheries of
Wa country. However, the American Baptists, after failing to convert any Buddhist Shan in the Kengtung area, did eventually make thousands of converts
among the Lahu and also among their Wa neighbors—again mainly the so-called
“tame” Wa whose exploited position made them fertile ground for Christianizing
endeavors.
Baptist missionary writings and correspondence of great interest are accessible
at the American Baptist Historical Society (in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania). In
particular, Harold Young and Vincent Young both grew up in the region and spoke
Lahu and Wa fluently. Their intimate knowledge of the area shines through in
their writings. However, because of these missionaries’ conception of indigenous
culture as an obstacle to be overcome, their writings are mainly valuable for the
study of the missionaries’ own proselytizing and only indirectly as a guide to Wa
culture. Still, as in other parts of the world where marginalized and oppressed people yearn for some kind of salvation from their circumstances and are therefore
more easily swayed by foreign influence, the missionaries’ biased records can still
illuminate the general circumstances of the people targeted for conversion.

Recent Scholarship
Scholarly research in the Wa areas long remained difficult or impossible, and
much of the literature reviewed so far was largely produced on the sidelines of
colonialism and military interventions. The lack of Wa ethnography was lamented
by many prominent ethnologists in older generations, such as Karl Gustav Izikowitz, Rodney Needham, and Robert Heine-Geldern.
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In the 1970s, Jonathan Friedman undertook a major study of the region (1998
[1979]) from afar, challenging the famous work of Edmund Leach (1970 [1954])
and developing a new Marxist-inspired theoretical approach that went beyond
the Kachin discussed by Leach to address what he saw as underlying processes
affecting all the mountain peoples of the region, including the Nagas and the Wa
(see chapter 4, and below).
Since the 1990s, new Wa ethnography and other research has become more
feasible. The generally more peaceful and open conditions have enabled foreign
scholars to go beyond the earlier re-reading of older materials and bring new questions to the field. I myself began ethnographic fieldwork on Wa ethnohistory in
the mid-1990s (chapter 2). Many other foreign scholars from a variety of nations
and disciplines have also worked in the area. Scholars, aid workers, and others
have investigated interrelated issues regarding Wa political and economic history,
current affairs, Wa Buddhism and indigenous Wa religion, linguistics, folklore,
and other cultural aspects. Not all can be mentioned here, but what follows takes
note of some recent work, indicating how more scholars over the last few decades
are beginning to explore the rich field of Wa studies.
Studies of the Wa language include the work of eminent linguists such as
Gérard Diffloth and Justin Watkins. Among those carrying out ethnography
among the Wa, Liu Tzu-k’ai (Liu Zikai) of Taiwan has done extensive studies
of Wa house culture, Wa Buddhist ritual, and other topics, employing a productive linguistic-anthropological approach (Liu 2009). Wa architecture and other
elements of Wa traditions also figure in the highly valuable ethnographic record
assembled by Torigoe Kenzaburo and his collaborators.42 Other ethnographers
include the French anthropologist Bernard Formoso (2001, 2004, 2013), whose
studies include drums and headhunting in Wa history as well as Wa textiles; the
late Ronald Renard, who wrote on the UWSA (2013; Renard previously worked
on the historical relations of Tai- and Mon-Khmer-speaking peoples); the noted
Burma scholar Chit Hlaing (F. K. Lehman), who studied the relation between Wa
and Shan/Tai Buddhism (2009); and Klemens Karlsson, whose studies include
research on Kengtung (2013). Ma Jianxiong, of Yunnanese-Chinese origins, has
done important ethnographic-historical work on the Lahu people, neighbors of
the Wa, and on their close relations with the Wa (Ma 2007, 2012a, 2012b, 2013a,
2013b, etc.; on Lahu-Wa relations, see also Anthony Walker 2009, 2014). The
Wa State is largely left out in this book (except for the discussion of forced relocations, in chapter 8); among other scholars writing on the Wa State are Bertil
Lintner (2021 and many other titles), Andrew Ong (2018a, 2018b, 2018c), Hans
Steinmüller (2019, 2020), Dominique Dillabough-Lefebvre (2019), and several
others, with more forthcoming.
The dearth of studies on Wa music, a most fascinating field, must be lamented.
While undertaking field research in rural Wa areas, I was often struck by the
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beauty of Wa songs, especially the formidable and hauntingly beautiful Wa funerary wake songs, but also many other kinds of music. Perhaps musicologists and
music lovers will explore and record this music, which also invites comparative
study across Southeast Asia, in particular with the traditions of other Mon-Khmer
people. This is especially the case for the Khmu (Kammu) of Laos, whose music
(Proschan 1999; Lundström 2010) displays striking parallels, despite the great
distances between the Khmu and the Wa. There’s been some research on the enormous Wa log drums that were used for long-distance communication.43
There is a large literature on the long history of opium and the production of
other illicit drugs in the region, which often mentions the Wa. Historically, many
Wa grew opium (cf. chapters 4, 5; more in Fiskesjö 2000), yet they were not
the only ones: nearly all powers and polities have been involved, including (as
mentioned above), Chinese nationalists, Burmese Communists, and, before them,
Britain as a colonial power (after conquering Burma, the British empire expanded
opium production under its own control), as well as the Burmese military.44 The
most interesting point here is how the opium economy affected the independent
society of the Wa (chapters 4 and 5).
Some of the literature on opium, and on the synthetic drugs produced in the
region especially since the beginning of the twenty-first century, derives from
recent international efforts to suppress this production—(which I do not focus on
in this book, but see chapter 8). These efforts include the drug-economy substitution programs of recent years, managed by the United Nations International Drug
Control Program (the UNDCP) as well as by the national governments of Burma
and China, and by the Wa State authorities. In 2005, after a five-year drawdown
begun in 2000, the Wa State announced that opium production in its territory
had been terminated, notwithstanding considerable economic hardship caused
to those farmers who had relied upon it for their livelihood.45 At the same time,
many observers of narcotics issues suspect that synthetic drugs are now increasingly manufactured there.46 Yet the narcotics issues remains intractable, and while
military men in the Burmese army may previously have profited both indirectly
and directly from the trade, Meehan (2011) argues that in Burma a new situation
has been created in which state military power itself feeds on the perpetual “suppression” of narcotics.47 Opium production either seems to have shifted location
or has been supplanted by synthetic drugs manufacturing.48
One related and ambitious work on the economy and politics of the region,
which has garnered much attention in the last few years, is James C. Scott’s
The Art of Not Being Governed (2009), which discusses the Wa as one of many
“Zomia” mountain-region people avoiding state rule. One of the great accomplishments of the book is the way it redirects attention to the Southeast Asian uplands
and rekindles the 1970s debate49 over how to understand upland-lowland interactions, including the structural inequality and endemic violence long affecting
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the region. Though he does not engage Friedman’s alternative perspective (1998,
2011), Scott (no relation to the “Scott of the Wa hills” of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century), also drew on Edmund Leach and his work (1954), but
he sought to highlight the historical agency of the mountain peoples which was
largely absent in Friedman’s work. However, Scott saw it as expressed mainly in
the mountain peoples evading the state, though for the Wa this only works some
of the time: it is true that some Wa historically were indeed refugees, escaping
Chinese pressure, similar to the Lahu or the Hmong; but what stands out about the
Wa is their striking armed autonomy based in heavily fortified settlements from
which they refused to budge—and where they maintained a strict commitment to
egalitarianism (see chapters 3–5 on these key issues).
The political anthropology of the Wa, which is at stake in these ongoing
debates, also involves the Thai scholar Cholthira Satyawadhna’s admirable work
(especially her voluminous 1991 dissertation; also 1990a, 1990b), which compares
the historical situation of several Mon-Khmer-speaking (or Austroasiatic, the term
she prefers50) people, and reexamines crucial gender issues in innovative fashion.

Museum Exhibits and Film
There are Wa exhibits in only a few of museums around the world. One permanent
exhibit is in the National Museum of Myanmar in Rangoon, where the Wa are
grouped with other people in a Hall of Ethnic Culture. In China, there are exhibits
in three museums in Kunming, the capital of Yunnan Province. The most substantial is in the Yunnan Nationalities University Museum, where a full-size Wa drum
house has been reconstructed; another is in the Yunnan Nationalities Museum,
which opened in 1995; some materials are in the new Wu Mayao Museum of
Anthropology at Yunnan University. In the United States, the Denison Museum in
Granville, Ohio, holds examples of exquisite Wa textiles, and the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco holds a small collection of Wa objects obtained
from a 1940s Wa chief, including a sword and a shield. These were exhibited in
the 1990s under the (questionable) heading “Weapons of Wa: Symbols of a Royal
Past.”
Chapter 10 discusses the new theme parks in China that cater to tourists enticed
by the exotic appeal of Wa culture, and it also mentions the flood of cheaply made
VCDs and DVDs made in recent years, in a very similar themed spirit of exoticizing the Wa for commercial purposes. Not least in the Maoist-Socialist era, feature
films were also made that project the Chinese official interpretation of the “liberation” of formerly autonomous indigenous people such as the Wa—an example is
the pompous 1978 feature Kongque feilai Awa shan (Peacock flying to [the] Awa
mountain). More documentaries and films featuring the Wa have been made since
the 1980s by various scholars, amateurs, and new filmmakers.51
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One notable early documentary film was made as part of the 1950s documentation efforts. Entitled The Kawa (1958),52 it was a highly political film,
portraying the Wa as sorely in need of Chinese aid for the sake of progress. But
in the ethnographic spirit of the day, it also includes and tries to analyze scenes
of everyday life in the 1950s—scenes later photographed by the British Communist journalist Alan Winnington (see chapter 7). Some of the film was shot in
the same area where I did much of my fieldwork, in Ximeng County, and when I
discussed it with Wa people, one man remembered that at the time, as a little boy,
he watched his mother throw mud at the lens to avoid being filmed. Watch for that,
he said; however, this scene has been edited out of the final cut.

Notes
This introduction draws in part on my 2013 article “Introduction to Wa Studies,” Journal
of Burma Studies 17(1): 1–27.
1. For more maps, see the Wa Dictionary Project, Watkins et al. 2006 (“Maps of the
Greater Wa-Speaking Area”).
2. See the map of the “Wa Corridor” in Diffloth 1980: 5; on the Wa languages, see
Diffloth and Zide 1992; Watkins 2002, 2007, 2009, 2013a, and, in particular, 2013b;
and Watkins et al. 2006; also Shorto 2013; and on all the Mon-Khmer languages, Yan
Qixiang and Zhou Zhizhi 2012 [1995]; Shorto et al. 2006.
3. On the UWSA, its political wing the UWSP (United Wa State Party), and the post1989 Wa State, see Kramer 2007; Renard 2013, 2016; Lintner 2003; Paoli et al. 2009:
130–39; also Dalton 2000; on the CPB also Lintner 1990, 1992, 2003, and below.
4. On the background and the current situation, see, for example, Kramer 2007, 2009a,
etc.; Woods 2011; Davis 2014; Lintner 2017a, 2017b, 2018; Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung 2017. One reason for this long-term suspended nonwar may be China’s influence over the UWSA and its interest in maintaining something like the useful “frozen
conflicts” engineered by Russia in its own neighborhood in recent years.
5. Here I use the alphabet devised for the Wa by Chinese authorities, modified to reflect
the dialect of the Yong Ou area in Ximeng County on the border with Burma, where I
have done much of my field research. On Wa writing, also see below.
6. See the report on the Gengma Shifodong (the Stone Buddha Cave at Gengma), issued
by the Yunnan Institute for Cultural Relics and Archaeology (2010).
7. See Fiskesjö 2001—an attempt to place the recent fortress-villages of the Wa people,
traces of which can still be seen in many villages, with the region’s deep history of
fortification, defense structures, and warfare (as seen in the early history of moated
and walled settlements in both Southeast Asia and China).
8. See above all the works of Wang Ningsheng (1989, 1997, 2001, 2008, etc.; also Kong
Lingyuan 2013; Cai Kui 1984, etc.); on the ethnoarchaeology of Wa ceramic traditions, see Longacre and Li 1999.
9. On Wa bronze drums, see Hu 1985; Wang Ningsheng 1989; Fiskesjö 2000. The best
works on bronze drums as a regional tradition are Caló 2013 and Bernet Kempers
1988.
10. On Wa writing, and on how the missionaries’ somewhat imperfect system was adapted
to fully represent the sounds Wa language, see Watkins 2013b, which builds on the
valuable website of the Wa Dictionary Project established in part to help explain and
*
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11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

overcome problems caused by the duplicate writing systems (“Writing of the Wa Language,” Watkins et al. 2006). The website also lists and presents many publications in
the Wa language, including more transcripts of oral materials. I myself use a slightly
modified Chinese-derived orthography to reflect the dialect of the area of study in
today’s Ximeng Wa Autonomous County, an ancient Wa area within China’s borders.
Hopple 1988; Zhou et al. 2004; also Yamada 2013.
Watkins et al. 2006; Watkins 2013b; see also note 10 above.
The best discussion of this enterprise, which dominated the time of officials assigned
to remote locations during the imperial era, is Lin Kai-shyh’s 1999 dissertation. This
continues even today.
The Nanzhao state was roughly contemporaneous with the Chinese Tang dynasty
(618–907 CE). It can be said to have succeeded the Dian; and its later successor state,
Dali, persisted until it was overrun by the Yuan Mongol empire. On Nanzhao origins,
see Blackmore 1967; Backus 1981; on the geography of Nanzhao and its neighbors,
Ma Changshou 1961; You Zhong 1980; Fang Guoyu 1994; Yang Bin 2009b. On Yunnan’s history overall, see Yang Bin 2009a.
C. K. Ting 1921: 64; Ma Changshou 1961; also Parker 1893: 340 on the so-called
Wang-tsa soldiers (both male and female, with helmets clad with cowries), mentioned in accounts of the Nanzhao kingdom, and who may also have been “Wa.” The
assumption may be shaky, but the geographical correlates given west of the Mekong
are suggestive (see the discussion in Luo Zhiji 1995: 58ff.).
Man shu, chap. VI (Luce trans. p. 57); when some Wangjuzi soldiers were captured by
the Tang army, they would not talk even when tortured (Man shu, chap IV, p. 39; cited
in You 1985: 295–96).
This appropriation of conquered “wild” people as soldiers recalls the recent, similar
British use of Kachin and other people in Burma, and they also hoped for the future
recruitment of Wa men as “light infantry” (Scott 1906). In even more recent history,
Wa men were recruited into the Burmese Communist Party insurgent army (Lintner
1990, 1994) and the regular Chinese People’s Liberation Army.
The oft-repeated Chinese phrase is Song yiqian bu tong Zhongguo. Here I cite the
Ming shi ( juan 330, liezhuan 201, “The tusi of Yunnan: Shunning”), quoted in Gong
Yin 1988.
On the tusi or native-chief system of imperial-era China, see Wade 2015; also Gong Yin
1992; Herman 1997, 2007, Tapp 2005: 167ff.; Took 2005; Ma Jianxiong 2007; Giersch
2006, 2013, and below. For more on the Shan states and tusi offices in the Wa region,
see Fiskesjö 2000 (chap. 2.2, “Defeat and Displacement in Myth and History”).
Zhuge Yuansheng, in Dian shi 1994 [1618]: 166ff.; on such fluctuations in the fortune
of an expanding and then contracting empire, see also Fiskesjö 1999a; Wang Ningsheng 2010a; and the general theory presented by Friedman 1998 [1979].
Luce 1925; Dai 2004, also Fiskesjö 2000, chap. 2.2.
I have written on these general ideas elsewhere (Fiskesjö 1999a; also 2009, 2011, etc.),
and now plan a separate book on these issues.
Kramer and Woods 2012. This Wa pattern isn’t unique in the region’s history: see
Friedman 1998, and for comparison the discussion by Sadan (2013), on how the
Kachin (known as the Kang, in Wa) historically were recognized by Burmese authorities as enjoying the right to give concessions for the exploitation of underground
riches.
On these border demarcations, there is a large literature: See extensive citations in
Fiskesjö 2000, as well as Tinker 1956, 1967; McGrath 2002; Ma Jianxiong 2012b,
2013a; and many others.
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25. See instructions listed under “Institute of History and Philology,” in the references.
26. On the Chinese name change from “Kawa” to “Wa,” see above and chapter 3.
27. Unfortunately, the CPB records, which would have been of great interest (including,
as they would have, reference to CPB conduct in Wa areas), were apparently destroyed
during the anti-CPB revolt of 1989 (Lintner 1990).
28. This is extremely sad, for all that has been lost. However, note too that it builds on
a very old tradition in Eastern Asia of the secondary use of Chinese characters for
transcribing languages without a script of their own (and which haven’t borrowed one
from Indic traditions, as is common across Southeast Asia). The Tai-speaking Zhuang
people of Guangxi are a prime example (Holm 2013).
29. On the dynamic, interacting system of the Buddhist Burmese state (or, empire), and the
smaller, interdependent Buddhist Shan kingdoms or principalities, as well as mountain
peoples, see Tambiah 1976, 1985; Lehman 1963, 1967a, 1967b; Sunēt Chutintharānon
1990; Friedman 1998; Lieberman 2003; Scott 2009; and many others (incl. Fiskesjö
2000, chap. 2.2). For overviews of Burmese history, see Luce 1925, and more recently
Aung-Thwin and Aung-Thwin 2012.
30. The term “Lawa” may also serve to capture a wider range of ethnolinguistic affiliations (cf. Diffloth 1980: 6; Watkins 2009).
31. Sao Saimong Mangrai 1965; Sao Saimong Mangrai (1981: 201–4, 230; 284n45),
citing the Jengtung State Chronicle; see too Tin Yee 2004: 35-36. Harvey (1957: 128)
suggests that without the presence of the Wa as the original owners of the land, the
Kengtung royal installation ceremony was considered incomplete. Bernatzik, who
visited briefly in 1936–37, also mentions (1955: 209) an “annual”(?) Kengtung Shan
ritual in which a Wa man is made to carry insignia of power and sit on a throne, but
then is triumphantly driven away. Scott and Hardiman (1983 [1900]: I:517–18, and
1983 [1901]: II.1:392–402 [esp. 396–97]) also mention the Kengtung installation
ritual and describe the ceremonial driving out of the Wa as a “founding event.” See
also Heine-Geldern 1976 [1914]: 33—citing Scott and Hardiman. Scott and Hardiman
(1983 [1901]: II.1:389–90) mention the first Buddhists as immigrants who were preceded in the area by “Kha” people, with whom, at first, they shared their food, but later
conflicts developed. In the translated Jengtung State Chronicle, the conquest involved
fending off Wa (Lua; Lawa) attempts at subduing the Shan as they began to migrate
into the area (1981: 223–24), and the conquest is also gloriously defended against
continuous Chinese pressure for submission (1981: 230–31, 255; also Scott and Hardiman 1983 [1901]: II.1:397–98). Scott and Hardiman also describe King Mangrai’s
original conquest of the Kengtung area, justified as the imposition of Buddhism on a
savage land. The invasion is first driven back twice by the Wa, but it succeeds with the
aid of Lawa spies recruited from already subjugated lands around Chiengmai and a
mock invitation to certain nearby Wa to come and share food at the newly established
residence of a Shan “priest” (Scott and Hardiman 1983 [1901]: II.1:395ff.). Telford
(1937: 92–93, 167) said the conquest happened in 1243, but the dates are disputed (see
Fiskesjö 2000, chap. 2.1, also on the related stories from Chieng Mai, Thailand). On
Kengtung (Jengtung), see also Aroonrut Wichienkeeo 2002; Karlsson 2013. Note also
the separate traditions of the Kammu in Laos, who were the original owners of the
lands to the south of Sipsong Panna and of the Muhei salt wells but were driven away
to Laos (Svantesson et al. 1981: 96).
32. The first wife (zheng qi) of the last Menglian tusi, Dao Paihong, is also said to have
been a Wa woman known as Danyang Manleng (perhaps her origin), whose Wa name
was Nan Han Gui. She has lived in Burma since the demise of Menglian, but she
visited in 1986 (field notes II:19–21, from a visit to the former tusi compound in
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46.
47.

Menglian on 27 November 1996, one of the few Chinese-style tusi compounds still
standing). For more on these relations see Fiskesjö 2000, chapter 2.1.
The Asian forest elephant was formerly common in the valley, but it survives only in
two protected areas in Sipsong Panna and at Nan’gunhe on the northern edge of Wa
country, near Banlao, Banhong, and Mengding (Fang Guoyu 1943a: 195). Elephants
figured as tribute payments and as the vehicles of war up to about the time of China’s
Ming dynasty, but afterward become rarer. The rhinoceros, once common, is also
extinct.
The late Chinese ethnologist Zhu Depu described traditions of this kind from many
places (Zhu Depu 1993, 1996; for a brief review of Zhu’s work, see Fiskesjö 1999b).
Raymond 2013: 223n1, citing Luce 1969–70: 1:24, 31, 112, includes details on an
inscription in Bagan’s Dhammayangyi temple dated to CE 1165–66; and Luce 1985:
1:14–15. Raymond (2013) also discusses illustrated catalogs of Burmese borderlands
peoples, painted and compiled in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For
more on the Burmese literature on the Wa, also refer to Pasquet 2010.
There is a sizeable literature on these Kuomintang soldiers in Burma (later in Thailand), and their activities as part of the US-Chinese Cold War. Lintner (2003: 248–49,
418n92) cites his interview with former CIA agent Bill (William) Young on how they
installed a “radio spy station” at Vingngün, in Wa country. See too Shackley and Finney 2005: 200ff.; McCoy 2003; and Lintner 1992.
Sai Kham Mong 1996: 212.
Tin Nyunt 2016. See also news sites such as the Irrawaddy, Mizzima, and Frontier
Myanmar.
It was the only source for Frazer’s oft-quoted, fanciful summary of Wa headhunting in
his famous Golden Bough (Frazer 1911: 7:241–43).
On Scott’s life, see Mitton 1913, 1936; Marshall 2002; also Scott 2009; and Cholthira
1990b. Scott’s many photographs are now also in the British Library.
For more on Winnington, also see chapter 9.
Torigoe and Wakabayashi 1998; Torigoe, Wakabayashi, and Kawano 1983; Torigoe
1993; these works contain admirable ethnographic accounts of Wa architecture, agriculture, and so on, and also explore possibilities of cross-continental links to ancient
Japanese culture, which are less persuasive to non-Japanese scholars.
See Zhao 2000; Oppitz 2008b; Wang Jingliu 1990; Formoso 2001, 2013; also Chen
Didan 1985; Davis 2014; and Fiskesjö 2000.
Chouvy 2009 (see also the author’s website, www.geopium.org), Maule 1992, 2002;
Wright 2014; on the deep history of opium and the continuing intractable problems
of heroin and synthetic drugs, see also McCoy 1992, 2003; Lintner 1992, 1994, 2003
(esp. 263ff.), 2010, 2014; also Sai Kham Mong 1996: 213–15; on the Burmese military involvement, see Bernstein and Kean 1996, and others below.
See sources cited above, as well as Lintner 2010; Takano 2002; Bouan 2001; Wechsler
2004; Dalton 2000; Lone 2008; Chin 2009; Milsom 2005, 2012; Kramer and Woods
2012; Kramer et al. 2014; and others. On the history of the Chinese Communist government’s efforts since the 1950s, see Zhou 2004 (even though there is no mention of
the Wa).
Economist 2018; International Crisis Group 2019.
Lintner (2010) pointed out how the United Nations, made up of national governments
as it is, has long overlooked the role of Burma’s military and government (in either
ignoring or even in allowing and profiting from the trade). Paoli et al. (2009: 139)
mention that the US government has noted this suspicion—and the absence of evidence for it.
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48. Kramer et al. 2009; Jensema et al. 2014; etc.
49. Including in a special issue of the Journal of Global History, cf. Fiskesjö 2010b; see
chapter 5.
50. The term “Austroasiatic” refers to the larger language family to which Mon-Khmer
languages like that of the Wa also belong.
51. See, for example, Chen Didan 1985 and Yang Rui’s films on Wa topics, including
Crossing the Mountain (2009); cf. Frangville 2014.
52. It was recently reissued in Germany (Institut für den Wissenschaftlichen Film, 1997);
see too Yang Guanghai 2009 (reminiscences by one of the main directors of these
films).
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